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Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are of environmental and 

public health concerns and contribute to adverse skin aging and 

pigmentary disorder. For a better understanding of the transport 

characteristics of the human skin, transient state predictive mathematical 

models were successfully developed for the evaluation of the rate of 

transport of some selected polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons through the 

human skin. Based on existing empirical relations and relevant 

assumptions, correlations were derived to evaluate the transdermal 

diffusive properties such as the diffusion coefficient, rate of evaporation 

and rate of elimination of organic compounds at the different layers of 

the skin. The developed computer-based models were solved using 

computational fluid dynamics. The simulation of the rate of transport for 

toluene, naphthalene, fluorine and anthracene were carried out for a 

duration of 20 hours through the three layers of the fore arm skin of an 

adult male under different operating conditions. The result indicated 

7.234e-3 �� ��⁄ , 5.341e-3 �� ��⁄ , 2.854e-3 �� ��⁄ , and 1.310e-2 �� ��⁄ , respectively. From the derived models the stratum corneum 

showed the highest degree of resistance to transdermal transport of 

chemicals when compared with other layers of the skin, which is in 

accordance with literature. Risk analysis were performed for all the 

compound and their health effects observed. Sensitivity analysis was also 

carried out on all the estimated parameters and the stratum corneum was 

shown to be the most sensitive section. 

© 2024 RJEES. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The skin is the body’s largest protective organ and first line of defense against toxicant exposure. The 

exposure of the skin to chemicals with toxic potency in the workplace has become an important issue in 

industrial and regulatory toxicology. Of particular concern is the exposure to crude oil and associated 

petroleum hydrocarbon components. Exposure of the skin to crude oil and other petroleum products can lead 
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to a variety of skin reactions with varying intensity ranging from skin dryness, skin irritation to irreversible 

skin changes such as skin tumors (Saranya et al, 2020). Skin irritation can cause a broad range of sensory 

and visible effects including dryness, fissuring, erythema, and oedema, which occur as a result of local 

inflammatory processes following single or repeated contact of the skin with chemicals (Almad et al, 2021; 

Saranya et al., 2020). 

The structure of the skin is highly organized and multi-layered. The skin is broadly considered to be 

composed of two layers: The epidermis, which is a nonvascular layer of approximately 100 µm thick; and 

the highly vascularized dermis of about 500 µm to 3,000 µm thick. The layer thought to provide the major 

barrier to adsorption and absorption of most substances deposited on the skin surface is the outermost layer 

of the epidermis, which is the stratum corneum and it is about 10-40 µm thick (Dancik et al, 2013). 

When pollutants such as components of crude oil like polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are is allowed to 

contact the skin, various mass transfer processes such as adsorption, absorption, evaporation, diffusion, etc., 

come into play as these compounds are transported through the various layers of the skin (Laurent, 2022) 

Skin (percutaneous, dermal) absorption is the transport of chemicals from the outer surface of the skin into 

the body. It is a route of exposure for toxic substances. However, the assessment of the effect will require an 

understanding and analysis of the percutaneous absorption kinetics which can be obtained through 

experiments. But for a multicomponent mixture like crude oil, this may be impractical. Modelling of 

percutaneous transport provides an ethical and viable alternative to laboratory experimentation (Jane and 

Jane, 2003; Neha et al., 2017). More reliable mathematical models for predicting dermal absorption can save 

a great deal of effort compared to experimentally determining absorption rates for the thousands of 

potentially hazardous chemicals or components individuals may be exposed to on a daily basis. 

Over the years, there have been conscious efforts toward the development of predictive mathematical models 

for dermal transport of drugs and some chemicals through the skin (Rania et al., 2012; Dominik et al., 2015; 

Won et al., 2021; Lee et al., 2022). However, there is a dearth of such models for specific petroleum 

hydrocarbon components particularly the aromatics. Specific attention is required in this direction because, 

in areas where crude oil is produced, there are very high possibilities of dermal contact arising from routine 

operations like sampling operations and maintenance. Other situations that can lead to crude oil contact 

include oil spill management (arising from natural phenomenon, equipment and transport line failure, 

disposal or human intervention), abandoned oil spill sites where the producing companies or the relevant 

body saddled with the responsibility to manage specific oil spill in specific areas has refused to take 

responsibility, thus opening a window for locals to contact the spilled oil as in the case with some areas of 

Nigerian Niger Delta. Therefore, the need to develop mathematical model for cyclic aromatic hydrocarbon 

dermal transport in the human skin is more than important. This will provide a means of predicting the 

possible evaluation and expected damage in case of contact before such occurs and a basis for contingency 

arrangement in the management of such occurrence.  

Hence, the aim of this work is to develop predictive mathematical models and also simulate using 

computational fluid dynamics approach in solving same for the evaluation of the rate of transport of 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons through human skin. The models developed, and solutions obtained will 

provide good description of the transport pattern of these polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) studied 

through the human skin. It will enable effective dermal risk assessment for whole PAHs. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1. Model Development 

The general Conservation equation expressed in Equation 1 serves as the basis for modelling the rate of 

transport of PAHs on human skin (Dominik et al, 2015). The model development considers the vehicle and 

the three layers of the skin; Stratum corneum (sc), viable epidermis (ve) and dermis (de) as shown in Figure 

1. Each layer has a representative thickness (hi), Diffusion coefficient (Di) and partition coefficient with 

respect to the vehicle (Ki). In addition, there is a first-order rate of clearance in the dermis representing the 

systemic absorption by the skin capillaries, nerves and blood. 
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Figure 1: Different layers and vehicle of the skin 

To effectively develop the models and obtain the relevant responses, the following assumptions were made:  

i. diffusion occurs in two-dimensions;  

ii. mass transfer is mainly based on diffusion, and as such, convective fluid flow is negligible;  

iii. no reaction or metabolism of solute;  

iv. no generation of solute; 

v. depletion or sink of solute in the vehicle is due to evaporation of solute;  

vi. demis is homogenous;  

vii. consumption is by first order reaction; 

viii. there is clearance or consumption of solute by blood in the dermis; 

ix. flow is accounted for by the sink term in the dermis;  

x. dermis and blood grid are in equilibrium. 

 ���	
��� + U ����	
��� + ���	
��� + ���	
��� � = ��	�� �����	
���� + ����	
���� + ����	
���� � + ��	��                         (1) 

where; ��	�� represents the concentration of the crude oil or a specific crude oil component in the vehicle 

���	
���   is the transient term 

U ����	
��� + ���	
��� + ���	
��� �  represents the convection term 

��	�� �����	
���� + ����	
���� + ����	
���� �  is the diffusion term 

��	��  represents the source or sink term 

Based on the assumptions made above, the convective mass transfer term is ignored and the transport 

equation becomes; 

���	
��� = ��	�� �����	
���� + ����	
���� � + ��	��                                                                                   (2) 

For an effective modeling, the three sections including the vehicles were considered. 
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2.1.1. Vehicle 

The vehicle is the first section to be considered in this modeling. The diffusion coefficient of the vehicle is 

estimated using the Stokes-Einstein’s equation (Ibrahim and Kasting, 2010) 

  ��	�� = � !"#$%&                                                                            (3) 

where '( is the Boltzmann constant; given as 1.38054 × 1012�  4 '⁄   

T is the absolute temperature of the medium μ  is the viscosity of the vehicle �6 is the raduis of the solute 

And �6 is given by  

�6 =  73 48 90.9087 <=>?
                                                            (4) 

Therefore ��	�� becomes; 

��	�� = @.�ABCD×@BE�?.!"#$F 7� D8 9B.GBAH IJ>? K                                                                                                        (5) 

The rate of evaporation (sink term) depends on (i) the volatility of the compound (ii) the size of the spill (iii) 

the temperature of the surrounding area (iv) the wind speed 

The rate of evaporation is therefore given by Equation 6; 

��	�� = LMNOP.QR
            (6) 

Dancik,et al., 2013, gave the physio-chemical correlation highlighted in Equation 6 for the numerical 

estimation of the evaporation rate constant �STUV. W as; 

 �STUV. W = �X IJ.Y
ZB.H"%!                                                                         (7) 

where MW is the Molecular weight of the solute in [g/mol, \�Y is the Vapour Pressure in Torr, W is the pure 

compound density in [g/_��, T is the absolute temperature, ℎ� thickness of the spill in cm, R is the gas rate 

constant 90.0821 L atm fg�1@mol1@> and �X is the gas phase mass transfer coefficient 

US_EPA, 1981; Kasting and Miller, 2006 , developed the empirical correlation shown in Equation 8 for 

estimating �X 

�X = 6320 kl.mnIJo ?⁄                                                                                                   (8) 

where p is the wind velocity  

The rate of evaporation (�� ��. q⁄ ) becomes: 
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��	�� = 2.778 × 101H r9@B@2AA."H>9sl.mn.tu� ?⁄ .Z
Zv >R
 w                                                                     (9) 

Therefore, from Equation 2, the overall mass transfer equation in the vehicle is now given by; 

���	
��� = x @.�ABCD×@BE�?.!"#$F 7� D8 9B.GBAH IJ>? Ky − 2.778 × 101H r9@B@2AA."H>9sl.mn.tu� ?⁄ .Z
Zv >R
 w             (10) 

2.1.2. Stratum corneum 

As in the case of the vehicle, Equation 1 was applied in modelling the mass transfer in the stratum corneum 

and the necessary parameters were evaluated.  

The diffusion coefficient was estimated using Equation 11 (Crank, 1975) 

Dsc = �Z.R&~�&~ 
⁄                (11) 

where 'sc/v is the partition coefficient between Stratum Corneum and adjacent solution, hsc is the Stratum 

Corneum thickness (or diffusion length) and KP is the permeability coefficient of the stratum corneum 

To apply Equation 11, the partition coefficient using octanol/water partition coefficient, ('�/�)  (Chen,et 

al., 2015) was determined by assuming the vehicle to be water.  

According to Equation 12, the partition coefficient of the stratum cornium with water as the vehicle is given 

as a sum of that of the lipid –water and the corneocytes-water expressed as Equation 12; 

���/� = 0.0927 ∗ �0.43����� �⁄ �B.A@� + 0.9073 ∗ FB.G∗�B.CD���X� �⁄ �l.�m��B."B.G∗9@ @.�H⁄ >�B." K       (12) 

 If the non-volatile vehicle is not pure water, then the stratum corneum to vehicle partition coefficient is 

given by (Chen, et al., 2010): 

���/� = B.BG2H∗�B.D����X� �⁄ �l.no��B.GBH�∗�l.�∗Fl.������� �⁄ �l.�mK�l.�l.�∗9o o.?m⁄ >�l.� �
6
 6u⁄                                         (13)  

Also, Potts and Guy model (Fu et al., 2004) was adopted for the permeability of hydrocarbons through the 

stratum corneum being the most cited empirical model for permeability of compounds as shown in Equation 

14. ��� 'Y = -6.3+ 0.71. ��� '� J⁄ − 0.0061<=                                                                    (14) 

where 'Y  is the permeability coefficient expressed in cm/s and '� J⁄   is the octanol/water partition 

coefficient.                                                                                                              

Imputing the empirical relations for each of the unknowns, the diffusion coefficient for the stratum 

corneum can be estimated using the Equation 15 and by substitution of Equations 12 and 13 into Equation 

11. Hence; 
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Dsc = @BE�.?� l.mo.����� �⁄ El.ll�o.tu.�� 

¡
¢¢¢
¢£l.l��m∗Fl.�?����¤� �⁄ �l.noK�l.�lm?∗

¡¢
£l.�∗Fl.������¤� �⁄ �l.�mK�l.�l.�∗9o o.?m⁄ >�l.� ¥¦

§
&
 &u⁄

¥
¦¦¦
¦§

                                                   (15) 

The stratum corneum thickness varies with the site of application. Therefore, 

∂CA

∂t
=

10-6.3+ 0.71.Log K-0.0061.MW.hsc

¡
¢¢
£0.0927*¨0.43�logk

o w⁄ �0.81©+0.9073*�0.9*¨0.54�logk
o w⁄ �0.27©+0.6

0.9*91 1.37⁄ >+0.6
�

SV SW⁄
¥
¦¦
§

ª∂2
CA

∂x2
+
∂

2
CA

∂y2
«                                          (16) 

2.1.3. Viable epidermis 

The viable epidemis is the skin layer just beneath the stratum corneum. According to Lee and Hwang, (2002), 

it has an average thickness of 100 µm. In modelling the transport of hydrocarbons through the viable 

epidemis, the fundamental governing equation expressed in Equation 1 and the assumptions there-off were 

applied. In line with the pattern established, the diffusion coefficient and partition coefficient of the viable 

epidermis were evaluated first. The partition coefficient was calculated from the equation proposed by 

Kretsos, et al., 2008, and later modified by Ibrahim and Kasting, 2010 as shown in Equation 17.  K® = 0.7 90.68 + B.�2°̄ +  0.025 ±²³²'� J⁄ >                                                          (17) 

While the diffusion coefficient of the viable-epidermis was gotten from the Equation 18. 

�9�>�´ = @BEn.o�El.������tu9B."A�l.?�µ° � B.B2C ¯¶·¶�¸ u⁄ >                                (18) 

Hence Equation 2 can be re-written to give;   ¹��9�´>¹º = �9�>�´ »¹2��9�´>¹¼2 + ¹2��9�´>¹½2 ¾ 

and by substitution from Equation 18, this becomes;  

���9
¿>�� = F @BEn.o�El.������tuB."A�l.?�µ° � B.B2C ¯¶·¶�¸ u⁄ K �����9
¿>��� + ����9
¿>��� �                      (19) 

2.1.4. Dermis 

The dermis is a thick and elastic layer located beneath the epidermis and is comprised largely of fibroblasts 

and collagen. This layer hosts a network of capillary blood vessels as well as nerve fibres (Richard, 2012). 

The average thickness of the dermis is reported to be around 1000 µm (Lee and Hwang, 2002) 

Adopting Equation 1 as the fundamental governing equation and applying the assumptions previously made, 

the new look equation becomes Equation 20. ���9À>�� = ��9Á> �����9À>��� + ����9À>��� � − '´��9Á>                     (20) 

Where '´��9Á> is the elimination rate of compound from the dermis by blood and nerves clearance. 
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The diffusion coefficient and partition coefficient have similar empirical correlations with those of the viable 

epidermis (Mccarley and Bunge, 2001). Deeper layers, including the viable epidermis and dermis, are often 

lumped together and treated as a homogeneous layer (Mccarley and Bunge, 2001) which has been shown to 

be adequate for many permeants (Scheuplein and Bronaugh, 1983). Partition coefficients in the dermis was 

investigated (Rania et al., 2012) and given as:  K�9Á> = 0.7 90.68 + B.�2°̄ +  0.025 ±²³²'� J⁄ >                                                         (21) 
The diffusion coefficient of the dermis is based on its binding/partitioning properties and is given from the 

equation below: ��9Á> = @BEn.o�El.������tu9B."A �l.?�µ° � B.B2C ¯¶·¶�¸ u⁄ >        (22) 

Below the dermis lies a vast connection of nerves and blood capillaries to which the diffusing is taken from 

the dermis. This is termed as clearance. Partitioning of solute into blood capillaries of the dermis and its 

subsequent convective transport and partitioning back into the tissue could also significantly contribute to 

the spatial transport of the solute. 

The elimination rate KE can be estimated from Equation 23: 

'´ = ¯°ÂÃÄY69ÃÄ�¯°ÂY6>                                                                            (23) 

Where ±ÅÆ  is the fraction of unbound (to albumin) solute, \Ç is the permeability surface area and ÈÉ  is the 

volumetric blood flow rate. 

The volumetric blood flow of the skin ÈÉ can be estimated according to cardiac output. The average resting 

cardiac output is  9.52 ∗ 101C �� q⁄  and 8.33 ∗ 101C �� q⁄  for a human male and female, respectively 

(Carroll and Abdel-Rahman, 2007). The overall blood flow to the skin, is estimated to be 5% of cardiac 

output (Rania et al., 2012). Therefore, the overall skin blood flow is given as  4.76 ∗ 101" �� q⁄  for male 

and 4.165 ∗ 101" �� q⁄  for female. Blood flow is assumed to have uniform distribution in the dermis. 

The permeability surface area is given as the octanol-water permeability coefficient ���� �⁄  (Anissimov and 

Roberts, 2011) \Ç = 10��XLP                                                                                  (24) \Ç = 101".� � B.H@.Ê�X �¸ u⁄ 1B.BB"@.IJ                                                                              (25) 

Therefore, Equation 22 becomes 

         '´ = ¯°ÂÃÄ�@BE�.? � l.mo.��� �¸ u⁄ El.ll�o.tu�9ÃÄ�¯°Â�@BE�.? � l.mo.��� �¸ u⁄ El.ll�o.tu�                                                                   (26) 

The overall transfer equation: 

���9À>�� = F @BEn.o�El.������tu 9B."A � l.?�µ°Â � B.B2C ¯¶·¶�¸ u⁄ > K �����9À>��� + ����9À>��� � −  9 ¯°ÂÃÄ�@BE�.? � l.mo.��� �¸ u⁄ El.ll�o.tu�9ÃÄ�¯°Â�@BE�.? � l.mo.��� �¸ u⁄ El.ll�o.tu�>��9Á>
                                                                    (27) 
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2.1.5. Initial and boundary conditions 

The concentration in the stratum corneum is a function of distance in the x and y directions, and time i.e.  �9¼, ½, º>  . The initial concentration of the compound �B is the concentration of the solute in the vehicle. 

At time (t) equals zero, the concentration of solute at any part in the skin is zero. As there is no solute 

initially present in the stratum corneum, viable epidermis and dermis. ��9¼, ½, 0> = 0                                                                                                                                                                   (28) 

The boundary conditions are considered for each of the sides of the framework, i.e. left, right top and bottom. 

• Left and Right boundary 

There is a No-Flux condition on the left and right boundary of the skin ���� |9¼ = 0, ½, º> = 0                                                                                                                                               (29) 

���� |9¼ = ¼Í, ½, º> = 0                                                                                                                                                  (30) 

• Top boundary 

There is no outward flux from the vehicle to the atmosphere 

         
���� |9¼, ½ = 0, º> = 0                                                                                                                                                        (31) 

• Bottom boundary 

The condition at the bottom boundary, there is a total sink condition 

 ��9¼, ½ = ℎÁ, º> = 0                                                                                                                                                     (32) 

2.2. Input Parameters for Different Body Sites 

In a bid to solve the models developed, input parameters were sourced from exiting literatures as shown in 

Table 1. These parameters were inputted appropriately and the results obtained thereafter are discussed in 

the next section. 

Table 1: Model geometrical input parameters for different body sites. 

Body site 
Stratum corneum 9[�> 

Viable epidermis 9[�> 

Dermis 9[�> 

Chest 14.80 98.5 1337 

Forearm 12.98 102.1 1077 

Abdomen 14.52 79.4 1248 

Scalp 14.36 93.6 788 

Back 14.39 76.8 1941 

Thigh 12.28 94.8 1217 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Process Simulation 

A computational fluid dynamics simulation was carried out using the COMSOL Multi-Physics (version 5.2a, 

2016) software wherein Figure 2 shows the mesh that was generated to effectively discretize the model. The 

regions of high mesh density (stratum corneum) coincide with regions that experience the greatest resistance 

to diffusion such as the Stratum corneum and highest concentration gradients (Richard, 2012). Concentration 

against time profiles were plotted at two points A and B representing the skin surface concentration and the 

blood concentration in the dermis respectively. 
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Figure 2: Mesh overview 

Using the software and the theoretically developed models, a computational fluid dynamics simulation was 

carried out for a duration of 20 hours (72000seconds) with a time step of 100 seconds for a sample of crude 

oil with initial specific aromatic hydrocarbon concentration highlighted in their respective sections. The 

simulation gave rates of transfer of 7.234e-3 �� ��⁄  for toluene, 5.341e-3 �� ��⁄  for naphthalene, 2.854e-3 �� ��⁄  for fluorene, and 1.310e-2 �� ��⁄  for anthracene diffusing through the three layers of the fore arm 

skin of an adult male with the dimension of each layer given in Table 2. 

Table 2: Estimated parameters from derived equations for various polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon 

3.1.1. Toluene  

Toluene had an average concentration of 7.234x10-2 �� ��⁄  and the diffusion coefficients of toluene in the 

vehicle, stratum corneum, viable epidermis and dermis were calculated to be 6.173x10-20 m2/s, 5.192x10-15 

m2/s and 7.445x10-11 m2/s respectively as shown in Table 2. Comparing the diffusion coefficient of the 

stratum corneum and the viable layers it can be seen that the stratum corneum has a lower diffusion 

coefficient which signifies a slower rate of transport in the stratum corneum, and as such, the rate controlling 

stage (Corie et al., 2020). The rate of evaporation was calculated to be 3.18425 �� ��. q⁄  and the rate 

constant for the clearance into the blood stream through the dermis was 2.981e-7 q1@. The simulations were 

ran for 72000 seconds and the 2D surface plot in Figure 3 was generated and shows a maximum 

concentration of toluene of 0.0853 �� ��⁄  on the surface of the skin and the concentration of the compound 

reduces down the layers of the skin to a minimum concentration of 9.28x10-5 �� ��⁄  in the dermis. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 3: 2D surface and toluene concentration versus time plot at point A 

Figure 3 illustrate the concentrations of toluene in the topmost layer of the skin at different time intervals. 

The initial concentration at the stratum corneum is 0.0048537 �� ��⁄ . As time increases the SC gradually 

Polycyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbon 

��SRÎ(�S  1012B9�2 q⁄ > 

��SRÎ(�S 

(�� ��. q>⁄  

�6�  101@C9�2 q⁄ > 

��´/Á 101@@9�2 q⁄ > 

'´  101H9q1@> 

Toluene 6.173 31.843 5.192 7.445 2.981 

Naphthalene 5.532 0.1146 8.881 3.542 7.029 

Fluorene 5.071 9.969e-4 25.52 1.945 9.599 

Anthracene 4.954 0.1393 23.25 1.036 7.255 
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becomes saturated with the compound and attains a maximum concentration of 0.010245 �� ��⁄  at about 

3000 seconds. As time progresses the concentration of toluene in the SC depletes as the compound diffuses 

down the deeper layers of the skin. The minimum concentration of toluene in the stratum corneum at 72000 

seconds becomes 1.92x10-4 �� ��⁄ . The compound concentration rapidly increases initially due to high 

concentration gradients between the vehicle and the stratum corneum but begins to diffuse away slowly as 

time progressed. As the compound diffuses down the skin into the dermis and blood, its concentration profile 

at Point B is represented by Figure 4. From the graph, the compound is not initially present in the dermis but 

as time progresses the concentration of toluene in the blood increases till it attains a maximum concentration 

of 9.28e-5 �� ��⁄  at 72000 seconds. The concentration of the compound increased over time, indicating that 

the compound was transferred to this location. 

 
Figure 4: Toluene concentration with time plot at point B 

3.1.1.1. Risk analysis for toluene 

Toluene acts predominantly as a central nervous system depressant causing fatigue, headache, nausea, 

vertigo, muscular weakness, itching and burning of the skin. The threshold limit value (TLV) of toluene via 

dermal route according to both The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) and 

American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) is 100 ppm for exposure time of 

more than eight (8) hours (Masys and Vinegar, 2002). From Fig 4, the maximum concentration of toluene 

in the skin is 0.010245 �� ��⁄  i.e. 10.245 ppm which is below the TLV and thus has no serious effects, just 

slight itching of the skin. 

3.1.2. Naphthalene  

From the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons studied, naphthalene had an average concentration of 5.341e-3 �� ��⁄  and the diffusion coefficient of naphthalene in the vehicle, stratum corneum, viable epidermis and 

dermis were calculated to be 5.532x10-20 m2/s, 8.881x10-15m2/s, and 3.542x10-11m2/s respectively as shown 

in Table 2. Comparing the diffusion coefficient of the stratum corneum and the viable layers it can be seen 

that the stratum corneum has a lower diffusion coefficient which signifies a slower rate of transport in the 

stratum corneum (Corie et al., 2020). The rate of evaporation was calculated to be 0.1146 kg/m3.s, and the 

rate constant for removal of materials in the dermis was 7.029e-7 s-1. Figure 5 shows a 2D surface and a 

concentration distribution plot. The 2D plot illustrates the concentrations of naphthalene in the system at 

72000 seconds. From the plot at about 72000 seconds the maximum concentration of naphthalene is 6.21e-

3 �� ��⁄ , which is at the surface of the skin or the vehicle and a minimum concentration of 6.64 x 10-6 kg/m3 

in the deeper layers of the skin. The concentration plot gives naphthalene concentrations at the top layer of 

the Stratum corneum at various times. Naphthalene concentration was initially 3.532e-4 �� ��⁄ , it increases 

drastically to attain a maximum concentration of 7.4494e-4  �� ��⁄  in about 17000 seconds. On saturation 

the concentration gradually declines as the compound diffuses deeper into the skin layers, till it attains a 

minimum concentration of 6.68e-6 �� ��⁄  at about 72000 seconds. 

From Figure 6, the concentration of naphthalene in the lower dermis and blood was initially negligible, it 

increases till it attains a peak concentration of 6.74e-6 �� ��⁄  at about 40700 seconds then gradually declines 
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due to blood clearance. The drug concentration increases, indicating the compound was transported to this 

location. The concentration the decrease after 40700 seconds, which indicates a gradual sink of the 

compound in this layer due to blood clearance. 

                                                       

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5: 2D surface and naphthalene concentration versus time plot at point A 

 
Figure 6: Naphthalene concentrations with time at Point B 

3.1.2.1. Risk analysis for naphthalene 

Naphthalene is carcinogenic and can affect humans via inhalation or dermal absorption. It causes headache, 

irritation of eyes, optical neuritis, corneal damage, nausea, vomiting, skin burns, dermatitis, profuse 

sweating, damage to the liver and kidney (haematuria (blood in the urine), irritation bladder). The 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) permissible exposure limit (PEL) and NIOSH 

recommended exposure limit (REL) for an eight-hour shift are both 10 ppm. From Figure 6, the maximum 

concentration of naphthalene in the skin is 7.4494e-4  �� ��⁄  i.e. 0.74494 ppm leading to prolong sweating, 

headache, skin burns and dermatitis on exposures of over 24 hours. (OSHA, 2018)  

3.1.3. Fluorene 

Fluorene one of the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons studied, had an average concentration of 1.310e-2 �� ��⁄  and the diffusion coefficient of fluorene in the vehicle, stratum corneum, viable epidermis and 

dermis were calculated to be 4.954 e-20 m2/s, 2.325 e-14 m2/s, and 1.036 e-11 m2/s respectively. Comparing 

the diffusion coefficient of the stratum corneum and the viable layers it can be seen that the stratum corneum 

has a lower diffusion coefficient which signifies a slower rate of transport in the stratum corneum, as the 

stratum corneum presents the main barrier to transdermal diffusion. The rate of evaporation was calculated 

to be 9.969e-4 �� ��. q⁄  and the rate constant for its removal in the dermis was 9.599e-7 q1@.  
Figure 7 show 2D surface and concentration distribution plot of Fluorene in the system at 72000 seconds. 

From the plot at about 72000 seconds the maximum concentration of Fluorene is 3.32e-3 �� ��⁄ , which is 

at the surface of the skin or the vehicle and a minimum concentration of 3.49e-6 �� ��⁄  in the deeper layers 

of the skin. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7: 2D surface and fluorene concentration versus time plot at point A 

The Figure illustrates the concentrations of fluorene in the topmost layer of the skin at different time 

intervals. The initial concentration of the top layer of the stratum corneum is 1.889e-4 �� ��⁄ . As time 

increases the SC rapidly becomes saturated with the compound and attains a maximum concentration of 

3.95e-4 �� ��⁄  at about 500 seconds. The compound concentration rapidly increases initially due to high 

concentration gradients between the vehicle and the stratum corneum. As time progresses the concentration 

of fluorene in the SC depletes as the compound diffuses down the deeper layers of the skin. The minimum 

concentration of toluene in the stratum corneum, which is at about 72000 seconds becomes 1.92e-4 �� ��⁄ .  
From Figure 8, the concentration of naphthalene in the lower dermis and blood was initially negligible, it 

increases till it attains a peak concentration of 3.522e-6 �� ��⁄  at about 55000 seconds then gradually 

declines due to blood clearance in this layer. The compound concentration increases, indicating the 

compound was transported to this location. 

 
Figure 8:  Graph showing fluorene concentration with time at point B 

3.1.3.1. Risk analysis for fluorene 

Fluorene has no known long-term chronic effect at this time but can cause erythema, dermal burns, skin and 

eyes irritations, thus prolonged contact must be prevented. (New Jersey Deparment of Health and Senior 

Services, 1999; Richard, 2012) 

3.1.4. Anthracene 

Anthracene from the study had an average concentration of 1.310e-2 �� ��⁄  and the diffusion coefficient of 

Anthracene in the vehicle, stratum corneum, viable epidermis and dermis were calculated to be 5.071 e-20 

m2/s, 2.522 e-15 m2/s, and 1.945 e-11 m2/s respectively as shown in Table 2. Comparing the diffusion 

coefficient of the stratum corneum and the viable skin layers it can be seen that the stratum corneum has a 

lower diffusion coefficient which signifies a slower rate of transport in the stratum corneum, as the stratum 
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corneum presents the main barrier to transdermal diffusion. The rate of evaporation was calculated to be 

0.1393 �� ��. q⁄  and the rate constant for the drug removal in the dermis was 7.255e-7 q1@. 
Figure 9 show a 2D surface and concentration distribution plots illustrating the concentrations of naphthalene 

in the system at 72000 seconds. From the plot at about 72000 seconds the maximum concentration of 

naphthalene is 0.02 �� ��⁄ , which is at the surface of the skin or the vehicle and a minimum concentration 

of 1.6e-5 �� ��⁄  in the deeper layers of the skin. The figure also shows Anthracene concentrations at the top 

layer of the Stratum corneum at various time intervals. Anthracene initial concentration of the stratum 

corneum is 8.674e-4 �� ��⁄ . As time increases the SC gradually becomes saturated with the compound and 

attains a maximum concentration of 0.00170031 �� ��⁄  at about 700 seconds. As time progresses the 

concentration of toluene in the SC depletes as the compound diffuses down the deeper layers of the skin. 

The minimum concentration of anthracene in the stratum corneum at about 72000 seconds becomes 1.884e-

5 �� ��⁄ . From Figure 10, the concentration of anthracene in the lower dermis and blood was initially 

negligible, it increases till it attains a peak concentration of 1.71e-5 �� ��⁄  at about 72000 seconds. The 

compound’s concentration increases, indicating the compound was transported to this location. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 9: 2D surface and anthracene concentration versus time plot at point A 

 
Figure 10: Anthracene concentration with time at point B 

3.1.4.1. Risk analysis for anthracene 

Anthracene is not a carcinogen but has detrimental effects on the skin like irritation, itching and inflammation 

which is aggravated by sunlight. Repeated contact can cause thickening of the skin, patchy areas of increased 

yellow-brown pigment changes and loss of skin pigment. The British Columbia Occupational Exposure 

Limit time weighted average (TWA) is 100 ppm for ten hours work time. From Figure 10 the maximum 

concentration of anthracene on the skin is 1.70031 ppm thus posing a considerably slow treat.  
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3.2. Sensitivity analysis 

A sensitivity analysis was conducted with respect to the elimination rate constant and diffusion coefficients 

of the vehicle, stratum corneum and viable layers to examine how changes in these values on the model as 

shown in Figures 11 and 12. The value of each parameter was altered by ± 10% while keeping other 

parameters constant and the maximum concentration of each compound in the blood was observed. Figure 

12 show the sensitivity analysis on desired parameters that a change in the diffusion coefficient of the stratum 

corneum causes a very drastic change in the maximum concentration of the compounds in the blood, this is 

because the stratum corneum presents the major barrier or opposition to transdermal transfer (Flynn, 1990). 

The model is also very sensitive to the changes of the elimination or clearance rate constant as this tells how 

much of the compound diffuses into the blood stream as such cleared. From the sensitivity analysis on the 

diffusion coefficient of the vehicle it can be deducted that the vehicle diffusion coefficient has negligible 

effects to the maximum concentration of the compounds. Variations of the diffusion coefficient of the viable 

epidermis and the dermis show little effects to the maximum concentration of the compounds in the blood. 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 11: Sensitivity analysis on toluene and naphthalene maximum blood concentration at point B 

 
Figure 12: Sensitivity analysis on fluorene and anthracene maximum blood concentration at point B 
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4. CONCLUSION  

Mathematical models based on the transport and diffusion of cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons through the 

various layers of the human skin were developed and also evaluated through a process simulation based on 

literature. Diffusion coefficient of the various cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons studied for the vehicle, stratum 

corneum, viable epidermis and dermis were calculated based on some level of detail regarding the modelling 

of the process using the Comsol multiphysics software. It was shown that the computational fluid dynamics 

simulation of the rate of transport for toluene, naphthalene, fluorine and anthracene for a duration of 20 hours 

through the three layers of the fore arm skin of an adult male under different operating conditions gave 

7.234e-3 �� ��⁄ , 5.341e-3 �� ��⁄ , 2.854e-3 �� ��⁄ , and 1.310e-2 �� ��⁄  respectively for the average 

concentration  of the PAHs after the process. Risk analysis were performed for all the PAHs studied and 

their health effects observed. Sensitivity analysis was also carried out on all the estimated parameters and 

the stratum corneum was shown to be the most sensitive parameter, and this is in accordance with literature. 
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